NC Balance
for Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Reach a higher validity with professional
balance sheets
ZZ Automatized assignment to assets and liabilities
ZZ Print your analysis in an appealing layout as an addition to

your annual report

More than just standard
The NC Balance module offers the opportunity to create balance
sheets and profit and loss accounts according to the accounting standards. The parametrization can be defined freely.
NC Balance meets the high requirements of comprehensive evaluations in the balancing area. Compared to other evaluation techniques
in the financial sector, for example the content scheme which is included in Microsoft Dynamics NAV Standard (which creates individual
reports), the NC Balance module offers special functions to ensure the
best balancing structure.

Advantages at a glance
ZZ Automatic assignment
Depending on the balance, a fully automatized assignment to assets
and liabilities is carried out (can be adjusted for every account).

XX NC Balance preview - Maintain an overview.

System requirements
Microsoft Business Solutions Navision 3.70 or higher technical min. 4.0

Certification
The add-on is certiﬁed for
Microsoft Dynamics, which
means that it has reached the
highest standard possible for a
Microsoft Dynamics add-on.

ZZ Printing reports
The reports are printed in an appealing layout.
ZZ Preview functionality
Results of re-booking and additional entries can be simulated before
the final release and checked for their possible consequences.
ZZ Reciprocal generation
The NC Balance module reacts reciprocally, which means that if the
balance is positive, it is displayed as assets, otherwise it is automatically displayed as liabilities.
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Professional accounting
Microsoft Dynamics NAV cannot generate a reciprocal balance of
an inventory account with the content scheme module included in
the standard system. NC Balance reacts reciprocally, which means
displaying the balance as assets if it is positive.
For example, imagine a bank account: You have an account with the
general ledger account number 28000. The account‘s balance can
be positive at some point, but negative at another. The basic requirement for the module is a well structured general ledger accountplan in accounting.

What NC Balance also has to offer
ZZ Easy Microsoft Excel export
ZZ Access to all entries in Microsoft Dynamics NAV
ZZ Unlimited number of balance variants (e.g. with statistical
accounting)
ZZ Detailed view up to the item level
ZZ Copy function (also across different clients)
ZZ Highly user-friendly in the familiar Microsoft Dynamics
NAV user interface

XX NC Balance Report - at a glance, bold, in italics, underlined - just as you desire.
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